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Abstract. The online customer reviews provide important information for product improve-

ment and redesign. However, many reviews are redundant with only several short sentences,

which may even conflict with each other on the same aspect of a product. Thus it is usually a

very challenging task to extract useful design information from the reviews and provide a clear

description on the product’s various aspects amongst its competitors. In order to resolve this

issue, we propose an approach to build hierarchical product profiles to describe a product’s ker-

nel design aspects quantitatively. It is achieved via three main strategies: a double propagation

strategy to achieve the associated features and customers’ descriptions; a deep text processing

network to build the aspect hierarchy; an aspect ranking approach to quantify each kernel de-

sign aspect. Experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach on online

reviews.

§1 Introduction

Online shopping has become an indispensable part of people’s lives, and online retailing is

occupying a growing share of the retail industry. In 2017, online sales reached 5.7 trillion RMB in

China, which occupies 15.5% of the whole consumer sales. Thereafter, it is expected to increase

at a rate of over 1% per year. Thousands of products have been uploaded to online shopping

websites. For instance, Taobao and Amazon have thousands of goods in different categories,

and a mass of goods are published per minute. At the same time, the online shopping platform

receives billions of reviews, including general experiences, customer experiences and shopping

experiences. For manufactures, these customer reviews are very valuable for updating products

and developing new products.
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However, extracting useful customer opinions from online reviews is quite difficult. (1) There

are high volumes of reviews. It is a labor-consuming and time-costing work for engineer to check

the availability of reviews one by one. (2) Every customer has his own preference, which leads to

different standards. Different customers may have different opinions on one feature of the same

products. For instance, a same phone may have two conflict opinions such as ’Lagging phone.

My phone is choppy when I rotate it ’ and ’Short response time and fluid customer experience’,

etc. (3) A product may have hundreds of features. For example, mobile phones have more than

two hundred features such as ’battery ’, ’screen’, ’camera’, etc. Therefore identifying the most

important features from hundreds of features is very important for manufacturers to understand

which features are important to customers.

To solve these problems, we propose an approach for generating hierarchical quantitative

product profile. Similar to the user profile, the product profile provides a high-level overview

of all aspects of the product and gives a clear and correct understanding to customers to get

a better decision making. A product profile consists of three parts: product features, product

kernel design aspects and quantitative analysis of each product kernel design aspects. The

kernel design aspect contains many product features extracted from online reviews. As shown

in Fig.1, we define seven product kernel design aspects and each design aspect has many product

features, such as ’tightness’ and ’flexibility ’ under the ’quality ’. Furthermore, each kernel design

product aspect has quantitative weights to infer the importance of the kernel design aspects.

Therefore, it is very important to generate a hierarchical quantitative product profile which

allows manufacturers to focus on the most important product kernel design aspects.

The proposed approach consists of three main steps: sentiment analysis, product feature

classification and product kernel design aspect ranking. Our key insight is that product features

and opinions extracted from customer reviews can be organized as a part of product profiles,

which describe the products in seven different kernel aspects. After product feature classifi-

cation using deep neural networks, we can get the overall opinions in each kernel aspect by

aggregating the product opinions under the kernel aspects. In order to illustrate the product

preciously, we rank the kernel aspects to infer the importance of kernel design aspects by taking

into account the product sales and the overall opinions in kernel aspects.

Product

Quality Price Appearance Design Functionality Target Customer Usage ScenarioService

PrintingTightness Stripe whorlFlexibility Quick Drying Antibiosis Autumn   WinterParty

Figure 1: The illustration about the hierarchical product profile.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
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• A novel approach for generating a hierarchical quantitative product profile which provides

a clear description on product’s various aspects.

• An unsupervised opinion mining algorithm that extract customer opinions as opinion

units from online reviews by seed words.

• Distant supervision methods to extract text as labeled data from online reviews and

classify the product features by the convolutional neural networks.

• Probabilistic product ranking model to infer the importance of product kernel design

aspects by the associations between the amount of product sales and the opinions on

specific aspects.

§2 Related Work

Our work has been inspired by recent progress in several different domains such as sentiment

analysis, text classification and aspect ranking in generating product profile which we review

below.

2.1 Sentiment Analysis

Extracting customer opinions and entities (product features) is one of the fundamental

problems in sentiment analysis. Product features are always considered to be nouns or noun

phrases and customer opinions are adjectives. The existing methods are mainly divided into

two categories: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. For unsupervised learning,

Hu and Liu et al. [2] select high frequency nouns as candidate product features. Wu et al.

[16] and Qiu et al. [11] apply sentence dependency parser to opinion mining. They propose

double propagation method to extract more opinions and features words iteratively by the seed

words and the predefined rules. For supervised learning, it is mainly divided into traditional

machine learning and neural networks. Li et al. [5] apply the conditional random field (CRF)

as a sequence labeling problem for opinions extraction. In order to reduce the manual feature

engineering of traditional machine learning, deep neural networks such as RNN and LSTM

have been proposed and achieved good results [10][21]. Wang et al. [15] propose a multi-level

attention mechanism extraction model based on LSTM network. Although supervised learning

has a better effect than unsupervised learning, supervised learning needs a large number of

expensive labeled data. And the performance of the supervised model greatly depends on the

quality of the labeled data. Therefore, in order to avoid these problems, we use rule-based

unsupervised learning in opinion mining.

2.2 Text Classification

The task of text classification is to classify the short text into pre-specified categories.

Many traditional machine learning methods have good performance in text classification, such
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as naive Bayes, decision trees, SVM, etc. With the development of neural networks and the

proposal of language models such as CBOW and Skip-gram [8], the high-dimensional sparse

word bag is transformed into a low-dimensional dense continuous vector, which enables the

application of neural networks in text classification. The proposal of RNN allows the temporal

features of the text to be preserved and greatly improves the accuracy of text classification

[18]. Mnih et al. [11] propose the attention mechanism, and then Yang et al. [17] propose

a multi-layered attention mechanism in text classification tasks, which greatly increases the

accuracy of neural networks. In addition to recurrent neural networks, convolutional neural

networks are also used in text classification. Kim et al. [3] first employ convolutional neural

networks to text classification tasks. Zhao et al. [22] and others add the attention mechanism

to the convolutional neural networks and achieve good results. In this paper, we construct the

word-related and char-related features as the input of the convolution neural networks, which

greatly improves the accuracy of the model.

2.3 Aspect Ranking

Products may have hundreds of features, so it is important to rank product aspects for

identifying important aspects. Wang et al. [14] develop a latent aspect rating regression

model for discovering each customer’s latent opinions and the relative emphasis on different

aspects. Snyder et al. [13] present an algorithm that model the dependencies between assigned

ranks to solve a multiple aspect ranking problem. This work mainly concentrates on each

customer opinion estimation and customer rating behavior analysis, rather than on aspect

ranking. Different from Wang, Zha et al. [20] propose a probabilistic aspect ranking model to

infer the importance of various product aspects, which simultaneously utilizes aspect frequency

and the influence of customers opinions on each aspect over the overall product opinions. Liu

et al. [6] propose a method for product ranking based on sentiment analysis techniques and

IFSs through online reviews. Different from their model based on customer rating of online

reviews, we propose a new probabilistic model by the volume of product’s sales and the customer

sentiment on the product, which can directly obtain the overall importance of product aspects

without aggregating each customer opinion.

§3 Overview of Approach

Our purpose is to generate a quantitative product profile based on customer reviews and

online sales. As shown in Fig. 2, generating a product profile consists of three main parts: opin-

ion mining, product feature classification, and product kernel design aspect ranking. Firstly,

through opinion mining, we extract a large number of customer opinions from online reviews.

And then we construct the product hierarchical structure by classifying these product features

to the predefined kernel aspects. Finally, we generate our quantitative product profile by the

model obtaining the importance weights of these product kernel aspects. The overall approach

is further explained as follows:
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Figure 2: Overall approach for generating the quantitative product profile.

1. Sentiment analysis on customer reviews. In order to effectively express the customer

opinions to the specific product feature, we define an opinion unit [2] as triple which has

three elements: product feature, customer opinion of feature, and emotional polarity. In

order to extract opinion units from customer reviews, we develop an unsupervised learning

method which just needs seed words to start the bootstrapping process. These product

features in opinion units form the base of the product profile structure.

2. Product feature classification. After obtaining thousands of opinion units from customer

reviews, we build the product feature hierarchic structure by the product feature classi-

fication. Due to the lack of annotation data for training neural networks, we use distant

supervision method [9] to extract the sentences containing the labeled product features

from customer reviews. And then we use these annotated sentences to train our convo-

lutional neural networks. After classifying product features to different product kernel

design aspects, we can get the hierarchical structure of product profile.

3. Product kernel aspect ranking. We generate the relative importance of product kernel

design aspects based on the overall customer opinions and the online sales of the specific

product. In order to obtain the overall customer opinions in each design aspects, we

aggregate the opinions polarity in the opinion units under different product kernel design

aspects. And then we develop a probabilistic aspect ranking model to infer the importance

of each kernel aspect, which considers the online sales and the overall customer opinions

to specific aspect.
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§4 Sentiment Analysis

In this paper, We define an opinion unit [2] as triple which has three elements: product

feature, customer opinion of feature, and emotional polarity ( +1 for positive polarity and -1

for negative polarity). For example, As shown in Fig.4, we can extract opinion unit ’<dual

camera, great, +1>’ from the sentence ’the dual camera is great ’. In order to extract opinion

units from customer reviews, we propose a double propagation method, which not only extracts

product features but also extracts opinion words with their emotional polarity. However, a large

number of noisy words are contained in the product features of opinion units. In order to filter

out these noise, we develop a product feature identification approach based on n-gram model.

4.1 Opinion Units Extraction

Similar to previous works, we consider product features as nouns or noun phrases, and cus-

tomer opinions are adjectives. Sentence dependency parser can extract the syntactic relations

between product features and opinion words in the sentence. According to their relations,

we can iteratively extract new product features and customer opinions with extracted words

through double propagation, which just needs the predefined small-scale seed words to start

the bootstrapping process. The overall algorithm steps are shown in Fig. 3.

Firstly, we transform the sentences of online reviews into tree structures through sentence

dependency parser. As shown in Fig. 4, each node on the tree represents a word with its part

of speech. Each side represents the different kind of relationship between two words.

Customer Reviews

Entity Extraction

POS Tagging

Dependency Parsing

New Opinions 

New Entities 

Opinion Seeds

Entity Seeds

Predefined Rules

Identifying Entity Phrases 

Pruning Noisy Words

Opinion Word Polarity 

Assignment

Extracting Opinion Units

Figure 3: Opinion units extraction

Secondly, we extract product features and customer opinion words from online reviews
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through double propagation. The double propagation consists of four steps: (1) Extract new

product features through opinion words. (2) Extract new product features through the extract-

ed product features. (3) Extract new product features from the extracted opinion words. (4)

Extract new opinion words through all opinion words (including extracted opinion words). We

define several rules for target and opinion word extraction. Furthermore, we need to assign

emotional polarity to the new extracted opinion words. According to our observation, we have

two assumptions: (1) In a specific field, the polarity of the emotional word is consistent in differ-

ent situation. (2) In a specific review, the customer emotional polarity to the product features

remains the same. More details about extraction rules in double propagation and emotional

polarity assignment can be found in [16]. Compared with Qiu’s method, we add the product

feature words as a seed lexicon, which gives more chance to extract new product features and

opinion words.

Root       The       dual       camera      is        great

root

amod

det

DT            JJ               NN          VBZ          JJ

nsubj

cop

Figure 4: POS tagging and dependency parsing for an example customer product review.

Thirdly, we extract product feature phrases from the customer reviews. As we consider

product features to be nouns phrases, we not only consider the relative position and syntactic

relation between each other, but also consider the part of speech of each word. We merge the

Q words around the target word while they meet the following conditions: (1) Q words around

target word are related to each other (2) The relationship between Q words is in {mod, amod,

subj, nsubj} (3) The part of speech of Q words belongs to {NN, NNS} or {JJ, JJR, JJS}. In

this paper, we set Q=1. As shown in Fig.5, we get word ’dual ’ through word ’camera’ and find

them satisfy our rules. Thus, we extract ’dual camera’ as a single product feature.

Root       The       dual camera is        great

root

amod

det

DT            JJ NN VBZ          JJ

nsubj

cop

Figure 5: The word phrase ’dual camera’ is extracted by our rules.

After product feature identification, we extract a large-scale product feature words set {F}
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and customer opinion words set {O}. And then we loop through customer reviews to generate

opinion units using {F} and {O}. Opinion units extraction algorithm is shown in Alg.1. Ac-

cording to our observations, the emotional polarity of each product feature in a sentence only

depends on the emotional polarity of the related customer opinions. Meanwhile, we consider

the existence of negative words near the product features. The emotional polarity of the prod-

uct feature would be reversed while the negative words appear in the word window. In the

experiments, the word window size is set to 5. Finally, we use synonyms lexicon and similarity

metric by cosine distance of word2vec to merge the feature words which have similar semantic

meanings.

Algorithm 1 The opinion units extraction algorithm.

1: Input : Review Data R, Extracted Features {F} , Extracted Opinions {O}.
2: Output : Opinion Units.

3: For each pasred sentence S in R :

4: For each feature word w in S :

5: If w in F :

6: If find nearby opinion word o in {O} :

7: p = the polarity of o

8: If no nearby negation/contrary word :

9: Extact opinion unit < w, o, p >

10: Else :

11: Extact opinion unit < w, o,−p >

4.2 Product feature identification

Product feature identification can also be called product feature pruning. Although the

double propagation algorithm based on sentence dependency parsing can extract a large number

of product features, it also brings a lot of noise. Noisy words are usually generated by two cases:

1) The words customers used are irrelevant to the product, such as some names like Obama,

Trump, or common words like happiness, pleasure.

2) Syntax errors caused by errors in sentence dependency parsing due to Chinese word seg-

mentation. The algorithm mistakenly identifies adjectives as nouns, resulting in subse-

quent extraction errors. For example, good, very good.

We observe that the noisy words from the case 1 always have relatively lower frequency

than the real product features. Therefore, we can set the frequency threshold to filter out the

noise from the case 1. However, the noisy words from case 2 are often extracted from the

similar structural sentences due to the systematic errors of sentence dependency parsing, which

have the similar frequency with real product features. In order to filter out the noise from

case 2, we develop a probabilistic model based on n-gram. Therefore, we manually annotate
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a high-frequency error lexicon, which contains the vast majority of product features that are

misclassified. Then we train naive Bayes model to identify real product features, using these

error lexicon as negative samples and the remaining words as positive samples.

The probability of a candidate product feature is a real product property which can be

expressed as p(w, c). C represents the classification condition 1 is true, 0 is not. W represents

the product feature that need to be classified:

If p(w, c = 1) > p(w, c = 0) means that the probability of the candidate product feature

belongs to the real product feature is greater than the probability of the candidate product

feature belongs to the noise. According to Bias’s theorem, we can express it as the following

formula:

p(w, c) = p(c) ∗ p(w|c) (1)

According to Markov chain, we can divide p(wc) into three representations: unigram, bigram

and trigram. They are expressed as follows:

puni(w|c) =
n∏

i=1

p(wi|c) (2)

pbi(w|c) =
n∏

i=2

p(wi, wi−1|c) (3)

ptri(w|c) =
n∏

i=3

p(wi, wi−1wi−2|c) (4)

p(wi|c) =
C(wi, c) + 1

|Mc|+ |V1|
(5)

p(wi|wi−1, c) =
C(wi, wi−1, c) + 1

|Mc|+ |V2|
(6)

p(wi|wi−1wi−2, c) =
C(wi, wi−1, wi−2, c) + 1

|Mc|+ |V3|
(7)

Here we use Laplace smoothing for p(wi|c), p(wi|wi−1, c) and p(wi|wi−1wi−2, c) to avoid the

final result of zero. Both of the above models can test whether the word is a product feature

lexicon to a certain extent, but both models only consider the effect of a single word or two

words on the result. Hence we introduce the weight parameters α, β, γ to fuse the three models.

The final formula is as follows:

p(w, c) = p(c) ∗ (α ∗ puni(w|c) + β ∗ pbi(w|c) + γ ∗ ptri(w|c))

α > 0, β > 0, γ > 0
(8)
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§5 Quantitative Product Profile

In this section, we propose a Char-Word CNN model to transform these unstructured opin-

ion units into hierarchical product profile. Based on our experience, we divide the product

aspects into seven kernel design aspects, including usage scenario, target customer, functionali-

ty, quality, appearance design, price, service. These seven kernel aspects show the performance

of different angles of products, which can effectively describe the customer’s feedbacks.

Generally, opinion units have the following characteristics: (a) Each opinion unit belongs to

only one kernel design aspect. (b) The product feature in the opinion units determines units’

focus. These characteristics allow us to classify product features into seven kernel design aspect.

5.1 Generating Training Data

Product feature words have poor semantic information, so we can’t use them directly as an

input to the neural network model. Therefore, we have to get more training sets as input to the

neural network model from customer reviews. In the relationship extraction task, Mintz et al.

[9] use the knowledge graph to extract a large number of sentences containing the relationship

entities as training samples. This method is called distant supervision. Similarly, inspired by

the idea of distant supervision, we believe that these sentences in customer reviews containing

the product feature words which we want to classify also provide some extra information for

neural networks. Therefore, we extract these sentences as training data to the neural network

model.

In addition, we find customers prefer to use long sentences to express their opinions. Long

sentences often contain more than one product feature word, which can cause a great interference

to the neural networks, because the long sentence containing more than one product feature

word will be repeatedly labeled into different categories. In order to solve this problem, we notice

that customers would use space, comma and other punctuation marks as semantic intervals.

Therefore, we split long sentences into short sentences by punctuation and space.

5.2 Input Representation

The inputs of our network are Chinese sentences which will be respectively split into char to-

kens and word tokens. In our method, we transform char and word tokens into low-dimensional

vectors by looking up the pre-trained embeddings matrix and concatenate them as the input

of neural networks. In our word-part of network, we have three embeddings as input vector

including word embeddings (WEs), word part-of-speech embeddings (WPEs) and position em-

beddings (PEs). For example, we assume that the size of the WEs dw = 50, the size of the PEs

dp = 10, and the size of the WPEs dwp = 15. We connect the above three embeddings of all

the words in the sentence, and use a vector to represent a sentence of length n:

v = v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ vn (9)
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where ⊕ represents the join operation, vi ∈ Rd (d = dw + dp + dwp).And the same as

word-part of input, we have two embeddings including char embeddings (CEs) and position

embeddings (PEs) as the input vector of our char-part of network.

5.2.1 Word/Char Embeddings

Word Embeddings is a distributed representation of words that transform each word token

to real-valued vector. Each word has a unique word vector corresponding to it. We have an

embeddings matrix Vw ∈ Rdw×|Vw| where Vw is a dictionary with a fixed size and dw is a fixed

word vector size. Similar to word embeddings, char embeddings is a distributed representation

of chars that maps each char to real-valued vector. We have an embeddings matrix Vc ∈ Rdc×|Vc|

where Vc is a dictionary with a fixed size and dc is a fixed char vector size.

5.2.2 Position Embeddings

Similar to Zeng [19], position distance is the distance from the word to the product feature

t that needs to be classified. For example, as shown in Fig.6, battery life is a product feature

that we need to classify, so the distance to itself is zero. The distance from ’terrible’ to ’battery

life’ is 2.

Very  slow  and  battery  life  was  terrible

3          2        1           0           0        1           2

Figure 6: The example for sentence position label.

Then we map the relative distance into a real-valued vector by looking up the embedding

matrix Vp ∈ Rdp×|P |, where P is a fixed-size distance set and dp is a fixed vector size.

5.2.3 Word Part-of-speech Embeddings

In text classification, we find that the part-of-speech tagging of words implies a lot of

semantics, and the different part-of-speech means the different impact on the classification

results. For example, the meaning of nouns is much richer than the meaning of prepositions.

WPF represents the part-of-speech tag for each word in each sentence. We convert the part-

of-speech tag to a real-valued vector by looking up the embedding matrix Vwp ∈ Rdwp×|WP |,

where |WP | is a fixed-size part of speech tag set and dwp is a fixed vector size.
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5.3 Char-Word Hybrid CNN Model

5.3.1 Basic CNN Model

Inspired by the typical CNN text classification model proposed by Kim [3], first we transform

each words in the sentence with its corresponding word vector. A sentence of length l is

represented as A ∈ Rl×k.

A = [x1, x2, , xi, · · · , xl]
T (10)

Where xi ∈ Rk is the i-th word ’k’-dimensional real-valued vector in a corresponding sen-

tence. In the second step, the convolution operation is applied to a word window of size h to

generate new features. The convolution operation is to multiply a convolution kernel w ∈ Rh×k

with the n-gram in each sentence and obtain a new feature ci. The specific calculation formula

is as follows:

ci = f(w ∗ xi:i+h−1 + b) (11)

Where b ∈ R is bias term, f is non-linear function, and xi:i+h−1 represents the concatenation

of h word vectors xi:i+h−1 = xi ⊕ xi+1 ⊕ · · ·xi+h−1.

In the third step, the maximum pooling operation finds the maximum value on each ci.

Finally, fully connected layers and a sotfmax layer are used to output the final probability.

Figure 7: Basic CNN model architecture for an example sentence.
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5.3.2 Char-Word CNN Model

Basic CNN 

Layer

Basic CNN 

Layer

very slow and battery life  was terrible

Fully connected Layer 

with dropout and softmax

output

Concatenate the 

output from two 

model

Convert the sentence 

into representation 

based on char and word

rChar Embedding

Word Pos Embedding

Word Embedding

Word Position EmbeddingPosition Embedding

Convolutional layer 

with max-over-time 

pooling

Figure 8: Char-Word CNN model architecture for an example sentence.

We propose a Char-Word CNN model based on words’ and chars’ features. As the structure

of network shown in Fig. 8, we use two convolutional layer with max-over-time pooling, which

respectively extract char-related and word-related features. Char-related embeddings include

CEs and PEs. Similarly, word-related embeddings include WEs, WPEs and PEs. After the

convolution operation, we concatenate the outputs of the two CNN layers as the input of the

last layer [7]. The last layer is the full connection layers and the softmax layer. We insert

dropout [1][4] modules in the fully-connected layers to regularize.

§6 Product Aspect Ranking Method

In this section, based on product sales and customer opinions, we propose a probabilistic

product aspect weight regression algorithm to learn the importance of aspects from customers’

perspective from custoners’ perspective. The approach is mainly based on previous study[20]

which is extended here via further consideration of the products’ histrory sales. We observe

from real life that customers’ real thoughts are not show up well from the overall rating of

products, because the online merchant tends to encourage customers to rate higher scores, even

fake rates. However, the amount of product sales can reflect the customer preference for the

product. Therefore, we have the following assumptions: (a) customer opinions on these aspects

greatly influence the amount of sales. (b) The overall opinion to specific aspect in the product

is an aggregation of the opinions given to specific aspects in the review of product. (c) Different

aspects of various products have different contributions in the aggregation.

To model such aggregation, we formulate that the overall opinions O in each product is

generated based on the weighted sum of the opinions on the specific aspects. After the sentiment

analysis, we can get the word frequency matrix W which is normalized for each product aspect
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and the word sentiment polarities β in each review. We can calculate the overall opinions for

the product aspect as:

Oi =
1

n

n∑
j=1

∑
w∈Ai,w∈Rj

βjwWiw (12)

Where Oi is the overall opinions for the i-th product aspects, n is the amount of product

reviews, Rj is the j-th product reviews , Ai is the set of product feature words on the i-th aspect

, βjw ∈ {1,−1} is the word sentiment polarity of word w in the j-th reviews and Wiw ∈ [0, 1]

represents the word-frequency weight of the word w in the i-th aspect.

Then, we can get the overall opinions based on the weighted sum of αi and Oi, as
∑k

i=1 αiOi

or in matrix form as αT
p Op. The weight on the product aspect αi means the importance of the

aspect for the product. The larger αi is more important and vice versa. The amount of product

sales is assumed to satisfy the Gaussian distribution, with mean
∑k

i=1 αiOi and variance δ2 as:

Sp ∼ N(

k∑
i=1

αiOi, δ
2) (13)

According to our knowledge, the kernel aspect of products in the same market which con-

sumers are concerned about should be roughly same. For example, in the electric kettle market,

customers’ first concern is the quality rather than the appearance. This illustrates the depen-

dence of the weight distribution between products aspects in the same market. However, the

weight of different products aspects in the same market also has randomness due to diversity of

reviewer’s preference. Customers may choose to purchase based on price, appearance, service

and other factors. Furthermore, to capture the dependence and randomness among different

aspects, we employ a multivariate Gaussian distribution as the prior for aspect weights as:

αp ∼ N(µ,Σ) (14)

Where µ,Σ represent the mean and variance parameters.

Combining Eq (13) and (14), the probability of the amount of product sales Sp in product

p is given as:

P (Sp|d) = P (Sp|µ,Σ, Oi)

=

∫
p(Sp|αT

p Op, δ
2)p(αp|µ,Σ)dαp

(15)

Where Op are the overall opinions on the product calculated through Eq. (13) and {δ2, µ,Σ}
is the corpus-level parameters, which can be estimated from reviews corpus and product sales.

Therefore {δ2, µ,Σ} is independent from αp which is the weight for a product p. Zha[20]

proposed the EM-style algorithms to optimize their model. In this paper, the main difference

between our model and Zha’s model is we consider the influence of product online sales instead

of product ratings on product aspect weights. Therefore, as shown in Alg.2 ,we also apply the

EM-style optimization algorithms because the optimized parameters is very similar.

Given {µ,Σ, δ2}, optimize αp:
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With the given parameters {δ2, µ,Σ}, we use the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation

to optimize the value of αp. The object function of MAP estimation for product p is defined

as:

α̂p = argmax[−
(Sp − αT

p Op)
2

2σ2
− 1

2
(αp − µ)TΣ−1(αp − µ)] (16)

s.t.

k∑
i=1

αpi = 1,

0 ≤ αpi ≤ 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k

(17)

We apply the conjugate-gradient-interior-point method optimize αp to solve the above-

mentioned constant nonlinear optimization problem and get following formula the derivatives

with respect to αp:

∂L(αp)

∂αp
= −

(αT
p Op − Sp)Op

δ2
− Σ−1(αp − µ) (18)

Given αp, optimize {µ,Σ, δ2} :

Given αp, we optimize the parameters {δ2, µ,Σ} using the maximum-likelihood (ML) esti-

mation over the products corpus P . The log-likelihood function on the whole set of products

is:

θ̂ = argmax
θ

∑
p∈P

log p(αp|µ,Σ, δ2) (19)

We take the derivative of L(P ) with respect to each parameter in {δ2, µ,Σ}, and let it equals

to zero which lead to following updating formulas:

µt+1 =
1

|D|
∑
p∈D

αp (20)

Σt+1 =
1

|D|
∑
p∈D

(αp − µt+1)(αp − µt+1)
T (21)

δ2 =
1

|D|
∑
p∈D

(Sp − αT
p Op)

2 (22)

We repeat the above two optimization steps until the model converges. Finally, we compute

overall weight on the special aspect by following formulas:

αi =

∑
p∈P αpi ∗ Sp∑

p∈P Sp
(23)
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Where Sp is the amount of product sales and αpi is the i-th aspect of the product. The

amount of products sales Sp is added as the weight for αp because we think the product has

more influence on the overall opinions with the larger of its amount of product sales.

Algorithm 2 EM-style algorithm for aspect weight learning

1: Input : Review Data R, Extracted Features {F} , Extracted Opinions {O}.
2: Output :Overall Weight αi|ki=1 for the k aspects.

3: While not converged do :

4: Update {αp}np=1 according to Eq(19).

5: Update {µ,Σ, δ2} according to Eq(22)(23)(24).

6: Compute Overall Weight {αi}ki=1

§7 Evaluations

In this section, we will conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our

proposed approach for constructing quantitative product profile, including product feature ex-

traction and identification, product feature classification, and product aspect ranking method.

7.1 Experimental Datasets

Table. 1 shows the details of our product review corpus, which are crawled from Taobao,

the largest online shopping platform in China. We have crawled 249 products under blender

machine market, 745 products under the electric kettle market, and also collected their sales

data in Taobao during this period. In addition, we have two annotators to annotate the product

features in each review and also label which kernel aspect product features belong to as well.

Table 1: Evaluation corpus statistics.

Category ID Category Name Product Average Number Average Number

Amount Of Reviews Of Words

Per Product Per Product

50003695 Electric Kettle 743 3083 2636193

50012097 Blender Machine 249 2287 2839732

In this paper, F1-score, accuracy and recall rate are used as evaluation metrics in product

feature identification and classification. F1-score is a combination of precision and recall rate, as

F1 = 2 ∗ precision ∗ recall/(precision+ recall). We use NDCG@k [12] to evaluate the product

aspect ranking results. Given a ranking list of product aspects, NDCG@k can be calculated as:
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NDCG@k =
1

Z

k∑
i=1

2t(i) − 1

log(1 + i)
(24)

where t(i) is the importance degree of the product aspect at position i, and Z is the nor-

malization term derived from the top-k product aspects of a perfect ranking. The rank of the

product aspects is highly abstract and difficult to judge, so we ask the two annotators to rank

the product aspects separately after reading all the customer reviews. Each product aspect

has two rank numbers from two annotators. And then we sort the product aspect again by

comparing the average of two rank numbers in each product aspect, which we regard as the

ground truth to evaluate our product aspect ranking approach.

In the product feature classification experiments, each product feature has many sentences

extracted from online reviews by the distant supervision which leads to the problem we may

get the inconsistent classification by different sentences. In order to get the final class of the

product features, we design a method based on product features classification frequency. For

example, the product feature fi has Textfi = [l1, l2, · · · , ln] which is extracted from customer

reviews by the distant supervision. And the classifications of the neural networks corresponding

to these inputs are Y ′
fi

= [y′1, y
′
2, · · · , y′n]. We choose the most frequent classification in Y ′

fi
as

the predicted class of product features.

7.2 Evaluations Of Product Aspect Identification

In this paper, we employ the HanLP 1 tool to do the POS tagging and sentence parser. Fig.

10 shows the examples of extracted feature phrases from our double-propagation approach in

the customer reviews of electric kettle market.

1 https://github.com/hankcs/HanLP
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professional qualities

personal opinion

product price

product package

product quality

product safety

product descriptions

product design

technological level

household items

low cost

price index

cost performance

price level

service life

easy operation

product specification

outer packing box

volume of product

customer service

thermal flask

vacuum flask

after-sale service

commodity quality

safety measures 

outer packing box

response speed 

response time

safety factor

work efficiency

Figure 9: Examples of extracted feature phrases from the double-propagation approach.

In the experiment of product features identification, we compare the proposed product

features identification algorithm with the following three methods: (a) Frequency-based method

(Freq), which identifies product features according to their frequency. The minimum frequency

of identifying product features is set to 100. (b) Unigram-based method (Unigram), which

uses the unigram model to identify the rest product features after filtering by frequency-based

method. (c) Bigram-based method (Bigram), which uses the bigram model to identify the

rest product features after filtering by frequency-based method. (d) Trigram-based method

(Trigram), which uses the trigram model to identify the rest product features after filtering by

frequency-based method.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Blender Machine Electric Kettle

Freq

Unigram

Bigram

Trigram

Our Method

Figure 10: F1-score in product aspect identification.

In order to evaluate our product feature identification methods, we collect a large number of

noisy words (incorrect product feature words) and product feature words as a training data set
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from dictionary and manual annotation which include a total of 14451 product features words

and 13344 noisy words. In this paper, we set α = 0.5, β = 0.3, γ = 0.2.

From Fig.11, Our method achieves the best results in the dataset of blender machine market,

5.1% higher than the Freq method, 12% higher than the Unigram method, and 0.8% higher

than the Bigram method. Our method achieves an approximate result with Bigram on the

dataset of electric kettle. As Fig.12 shown, Our method achieved the best results on both

datasets, which are respectively outperforms Freq method by over 38.2% and 41%. Overall,

our method achieved the best results on both precision and F1, and the Freq method achieves

the highest performance on recall. Trigram method gets the worst on F1, precision and recall.

In fact, we always concern more about the accuracy of identifying product features, because

identifying product features can greatly reduce the manual operations cost accurately. Hence

this proves the validity and practicality of our method in identifying product features.
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Our Method

Figure 11: Precision in product aspect identification.
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Figure 12: Recall in product aspect identification.

7.3 Evaluations of Aspect Classification on Product Profile

In order to evaluate the effectiveness on product feature classification, as shown in Table 2,

we compare our method with four models, all of which use the CNN model proposed by Kim [3]
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with various chosen embedding as the input of CNN. The parameters of these models are the

same. Following Kim [3],the number of convolution kernels in the convolutional layer is 3, and

each convolution kernel is 50. By the way, We set their windows are 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

Other parameters we choose are: dropout rate of 0.5, mini-batch size of 50 and learning rate of

0.001.

Table 2: Different input representation for aspect classification.

Char Char Word Word Word Pos Approach

Embedding Position Embedding Position Embedding Name

Embedding Embedding
√

Char CNN
√ √

Char-Plus CNN
√

Word CNN
√ √ √

Word-Plus CNN
√ √ √ √ √

Our method

Results of comparison between our model and other methods are listed in Table 3. Char-Plus

CNN approach significantly outperforms Char CNN in two datasets by over 39.3% and 11.5%

respectively. It shows that the CPEs can effectively improve the performance of the model.

Furthermore, Word-Plus CNN improves the performance over Word CNN on the two data sets

by over 25.4% and 2.5% respectively, which indicates that the WPEs have also greatly helped

the neural network to extract more effective features from text. Above all, the performance of

our method is better than other methods in the two data sets. Hence, these results suggest

that our approach can boost the performance of product feature classification.

Table 3: Performance of product aspect classification.

Accurancy Electric Kettle Blender Machine

Char CNN 0.3351 0.6717

Char-Plus CNN 0.4671 0.7496

Word CNN 0.4367 0.6880

Word-Plus CNN 0.5476 0.7058

Our Method 0.5739 0.8316
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7.4 Evaluations of Product Aspect Ranking

Table 4: Performance of aspect ranking in terms of NDCG@5 and NDCG@7.

Electric Kettle Blender Machine

Method NDCG@5 NDCG@7 NDCG@5 NDCG@7

Frequency-Based 0.6746 0.8746 0.6831 0.7085

Our Aspect Rank 0.7929 0.8862 0.7717 0.9074

In this experiment, we compare our method with frequency-based sorting method, which

ranks the aspects according to aspect frequency. Table.4 shows the comparison results in terms

of NDCG@5, NDCG@7 respectively. Our method achieved better results on both data sets than

the frequency-based method in terms of NDCG@5 by over 11.82% and 8.86%. At NDCG@7, our

method is also superior to the frequency-based method by over 1.16% and 19.89% respectively.

On average, the proposed aspect ranking approach significantly outperforms frequency-based.

The frequency-based approach only considers the frequency of aspects in online reviews, and

neglects the influence of the customer opinions on the specific product aspect. Our approach

takes into account the overall customer opinions and the amount sales of the product, which

greatly help us capture the information from customer opinions.

§8 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for generating quantitative product profile which

provides a clear description on product’s multiple aspects. The approach is consists of three

main steps. First, the double propagation strategy extracts customer opinions as opinion units

from online reviews. Second, we propose a hybrid char-word convolutional neural network to

classify and build the aspect hierarchy. In order to cover the lack of labeled data, we extract

sentences containing labeled feature words from the idea of distant supervision. Finally, the

probabilistic product ranking model infers the importance of product kernel design aspects

based on the associations between product sales and customer opinions. From the result of

experiments, we can see that the hybrid CNN model preciously classifies the product features

and constructs the aspect hierarchy. And through the aspects ranking method, the quantitative

product profile expresses well the overall customer opinions on online reviews.
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